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This new edition is completely redesigned in double page spreads and all the content has been updated.

**Student book**

The text provides a clear project development focus in line with the spirit of the syllabus. It presents a precise coverage of the Core topics, which provide a ready reference as the Options are studied.

**Key features**

- Clear design makes the book easy to navigate.
- Content is presented in double page spreads for ease of use.
- Graded student activities appear at the end of each spread.
- New content reflects current computing technology advances.
- New case studies present students with challenging material.
- Each chapter opens with a list of syllabus outcomes and key terms.
- ‘In Action’ sections present real-life applications of the theory.
- Infobits provide snippets of interesting information.
- Engaging, hands-on group and individual tasks and projects are balanced with theory.
Pearson Reader

Pearson Reader is an interactive, online version of your student book with access to a range of online video, audio, interactive lessons, worksheets, case studies, weblinks and more that save teachers time and present content in the way students like to learn.

The Information and Software Technology Pearson Reader includes:

The Student version
- Online version of the student book
- Drag and drop technology interactives
- Activities using software or specially developed files
- Animations
- Video clips

The Teacher version
- Everything contained in the Student version
- Connection with other users through the ‘Add links’ functionality which allows teachers to share web links with their class, other teachers in the school, and teachers throughout Australia
- Programming suggestions
- A Core matrix showing the links between the Option chapters and Core content
- Approaches to developing projects
- Worksheets
- Chapter tests
- Answers to all worksheets and tests

Don’t miss out on your Pearson Reader Starter Pack.

When you choose Information & Software Technology: A project-based approach 2nd Edition, you will get a Pearson Reader Starter pack giving you full access to the teacher and student interactive resources, as well as an interactive online chapter.

If you like what you see, you can add on more chapters or upgrade to the full course content. Visit the Pearson Reader home page at www.pearsonplaces.com.au/pearsonreader.

Training and Development

Did you know that Pearson also offer teachers a diverse range of training and development programs?


We believe in learning.
All kinds of learning for all kinds of people, delivered in a personal style.
Because wherever learning flourishes, so do people.
How to use this book

*Information and Software Technology: A project-based approach 2nd Edition* addresses the requirements of the New South Wales 7–10 Information and Software Technology syllabus.

The book is divided into two **colour-coded sections**, corresponding to the Core content and the Options.

The course should integrate the study of Core content within the context of the Options delivered through projects.

There are 15 chapters in this book, each with the following features.

- **Chapter opening pages** outline the syllabus outcomes and the key terms used in the chapter. The chapter begins with an In Action section which presents a real-life application of the chapter content.

- **Case studies** highlight relevant, real-life examples of the theory.
Infobits provide snippets of interesting information to stimulate curiosity.

Issues boxes explore legal and social concerns.

Past, current and emerging technologies look at the historical, the current and where technology is heading.

Activities at the end of each unit are broken down under a selection of the following headings:
- Identify: comprehension and recall questions that check understanding
- Analyse: extension questions where students are required to apply their knowledge
- Investigate: higher order activities requiring more critical thinking.

The PP icon indicates that an activity or extra material is available for students online on the Pearson Places website.